The emergence of eukaryotes from ancient prokaryotic lineages was accompanied by a remarkable increase in 13 cellular complexity. While prokaryotes use simple systems to connect DNA to the segregation machinery during 14 cell division, eukaryotes use a highly complex protein assembly known as the kinetochore. Although conceptually 15 similar, prokaryotic segregation systems and eukaryotic kinetochore proteins share no homology, raising the 16 question of the origins of the latter. Using large-scale gene family reconstruction, sensitive profile-versus-profile 17 homology detection and protein structural comparisons, we here reveal that the kinetochore of the last eukaryotic 18 common ancestor (LECA) consisted of 52 proteins that share deep evolutionary histories with proteins involved 19 in a few prokaryotic processes and a multitude of eukaryotic processes, including ubiquitination, chromatin 20 regulation and flagellar as well as vesicular transport systems. We find that gene duplications played a major role 21 in shaping the kinetochore: roughly half of LECA kinetochore proteins have other kinetochore proteins as closest 22 homologs. Some of these (e.g. subunits of the Mis12 complex) have no detectable homology to any other 23 eukaryotic protein, suggesting they arose as kinetochore-specific proteins de novo before LECA. We propose that 24 the primordial kinetochore evolved from proteins involved in various (pre-)eukaryotic systems as well as novel 25 proteins, after which a subset duplicated to give rise to the complex kinetochore of LECA. 26
Introduction

28
During cell division, eukaryotes divide their duplicated chromosomes over both daughter cells by means of a 29 microtubule-based apparatus called the spindle. Central to this process are kinetochores; large multi-protein 30 structures that are built upon centromeric DNA and that connect chromosomes to microtubules. Although species 31 vary hugely in how they exactly coordinate and execute chromosome segregation [1] [2] [3] [4] , all eukaryotes use a 32 microtubule-based spindle apparatus, and therefore the last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA, Figure 1A ) 33 likely laboured one as well. Consequently, LECA's chromosomes probably contained a centromere and 34 assembled a kinetochore. While the centromeric DNA sequences of current-day eukaryotes are strikingly different 35 between species and too diverse to reconstruct LECA's centromeric DNA [5] , their proteomes did allow for the 36 inference of LECA's kinetochore. In previous work, we found that the LECA kinetochore was a complex 37 structure, consisting of at least 49 different proteins [6] . 38
The LECA kinetochore was not directly derived from a prokaryotes, because prokaryotes employ protein 39 assemblies that are not homologous to the eukaryotic kinetochore to link their DNA to the segregation machinery 40 [7-9] ( Figure 1A ). Like many other unique eukaryotic cellular systems, the LECA kinetochore must thus have 41 originated after the first eukaryotic common ancestor (FECA) diverged from prokaryotes. Between FECA and 42 LECA, the pre-eukaryotic lineage evolved from relatively simple and small prokaryotic cells to complex, 43 organelle-bearing cells that are organized in a fundamentally different manner, a process referred to as 44 'eukaryogenesis'. What evolutionary events underlie eukaryogenesis is a major question [10] , to which answers 45 are offered by investigations into specific eukaryotic systems [11] . Studies on for example the spliceosome, the 46 intracellular membrane system and the nuclear pore revealed that (repurposed) prokaryotic genes played a role in 47 their origin, as did novel, eukaryote-specific genes and gene duplications, albeit in varying degrees and in different 48 manners [12] [13] [14] . 49
In this study, we address the question how the kinetochore originated. Leveraging the power of detailed 50 phylogenetic analyses, improved sensitive sequence searches and novel structural insights, we traced the 51 evolutionary origins of the 52 proteins we now assign to the LECA kinetochore. Based on our findings, we 52
propose that the LECA kinetochore is of mosaic origin: it contains proteins that share ancestry with proteins 53 involved in various core eukaryotic processes as well as completely novel proteins. After recruitment, many of 54 these proteins duplicated, accounting for a 50% increase in kinetochore extent and thereby for the complex LECA 55 kinetochore. 56
Results
57
The LECA kinetochore 58 To study how the LECA kinetochore originated, we first determined its protein content. For each protein present 59 in current-day human and yeast kinetochores, we asked whether A) it was encoded in the genome of LECA, based 60 on its distribution in current-day eukaryotes and B) whether it likely operated in the LECA kinetochore, based on 61 functional information from current-day species. We inferred a protein to have been encoded by the LECA 62 genome if it is found in both Opimoda and Diphoda, whose divergence likely represents the root of the eukaryotic 63 tree of life ( Figure S4 , SI Text). We here extend our previous analyses [6] with orthologous groups of Nkp1, 64
Nkp2 and Csm1 (see for further discussion SI Text, Figure 4A ). Altogether, we propose that the LECA 65 kinetochore consisted of at least 52 proteins ( Figure 1B , Table S1 ). Of note: our reconstruction confirms [6] that 66 most of the CCAN proteins (Constitutive Centromere Associated Network proteins) were part of the LECA 67 kinetochore (SI Text). 68
Identifying ancient homologs of kinetochore proteins 69 In order to elucidate the ancient, pre-LECA homologs (either eukaryotic or prokaryotic) of LECA kinetochore 70 proteins, we applied sensitive profile-versus-profile homology searches (Table S2) , followed by phylogenetic tree 71 constructions (Figures S1, S3A), or, if available, published phylogenetic tree interpretations (SI Text). If literature 72 and/or structural studies provided additional information on ancient relationships, we also included these as 73 evidence for a homologous relationship of a kinetochore protein (Table S3 ). For each LECA kinetochore protein, 74 we examined which proteins comprise its closest homologs before LECA (Table 1) . These proteins were classified 75 as eukaryotic or prokaryotic, and as kinetochore or non-kinetochore (SI Data and Methods). In order to allow 76 different domains in a single protein to have different evolutionary histories, we primarily searched for homologs 77 on the domain level, and represent these as a single 'domain' in Table 1 if they share their evolutionary history 78 as part of a single protein. 79 We inferred the closest homologs of kinetochore proteins on the domain level (Table 1) , using gene phylogenies 80 for 19/55 domains (35%), profile-versus-profile searches for 5/55 (9%) and structural information for 6/55 (11%,). 81
For ten others (18%), we used a combination. For a total of 40 domains we could identify the closest homolog. 82
For six (11%) of the remaining ones, we found homologs but could not resolve which is closest, and for the other 83 nine (16%) we could not find any ancient homologs at all (Table 1) . 84
Evolutionary histories of kinetochore proteins 85 Below we discuss the evolutionary history of LECA kinetochore proteins per protein domain, including their 86 affiliations to other eukaryotic cellular processes, their prokaryotic homologs and their ancient duplications within 87 the kinetochore (see Table 1 for overview). 88
Kinetochore RWDs 89
The RWD (RING-WD40-DEAD)-like domains in kinetochore proteins are highly diverged and non-catalytic 90 members of the structural superfamily of E2 ubiquitin-like conjugases (UBC) of which both bacterial and archaeal 91 homologs are involved in ubiquitin-like modification [15] [16] [17] (Figure 2 , Table S3 ). For seven LECA kinetochore 92 proteins the structure of their RWD domains were determined ( Figure 2B ). These form hetero-or homodimers 93 with either a single RWD (Spc24-Spc25, Mad1-Mad1 and Csm1-Csm1) or double RWD configuration (CenpO-94 CenpP and Knl1). In contrast to previous efforts [15, 18] , our sensitive profile-versus-profile searches now 95 uncovered significant sequence similarity of the Knl1-binding protein Zwint-1 with other double RWDs, 96
suggesting that Zwint-1 and Knl1 form an RWD heterodimer similar to CenpO-CenpP (SI Text, Figure S2 ). To 97 examine the origins of both single and double kinetochore RWDs, we aligned archaeal, bacterial and eukaryotic 98 UBC proteins and performed a phylogenetic analysis (SI Text & Data and Methods, Figures S1E, S3). We found 99 that kinetochore RWDs and other RWDs are more closely related to each other (bootstrap:96/100) than to 100 eukaryotic and archaeal E2-like conjugases (bootstrap:77/100). A single archaeal (Asgard) sequence clustered at 101 the base of the canonical eukaryotic RWDs, suggesting that FECA may have already contained an RWD-like 102 domain. As supported by our profile-versus-profile searches (Table S2 ) and structural alignments (Figure 2B,  103  Table S3 , File S151), most kinetochore RWDs are each other's closest homologs, indicating that kinetochore 104 RWDs in LECA arose from a single ancestor, which does not contain the canonical RWD domains. Possibly, this 105 group also includes a single (Med15) and a double RWD protein (FancL). We were however not able to reliably 106 reconstruct the exact order by which the kinetochore RWD proteins arose. We suggest that kinetochore RWDs 107 and other RWDs (i.e. Gcn2, FancL and Rwd1-4), evolved from a non-catalytic E2 ubiquitin-like conjugase as 108 part of an extensive radiation and neofunctionalization of the UBC family during eukaryogenesis ( Figure 2B ).
109 Histones 110 The LECA kinetochore contained five histone proteins: CenpA and the CenpS-X-T-W tetramer. From FECA to 111 LECA, an archaeal-derived histone-like protein [19, 20] duplicated many times, giving rise to variants involved 112 in all aspects of eukaryotic chromatin complexity ( Figure 3A ). CenpA is a centromere-specific histone H3 variant 113 and resulted from an ancient duplication before LECA [6, 20] . We found that CenpS-X-T-W arose by two 114 duplications: CenpS-T (bootstrap:99/100) and CenpX-W (bootstrap:77/100), indicating a likely co-duplication of 115 the two subunits of an ancestral heterodimer (see SI Text, Methods, Figure S1I ), Furthermore, CenpS-T was 116 phylogenetically affiliated to H2B-H3-H4-TFIID-SAGA-related histones, while CenpX-W clustered with H2A-117 CBF-NC2-DPOE-Taf11-related histones ( Figure 3A , Figure S1I ). These affiliations in combination with an 118 additional role of the CenpS-X dimer in the Fanconi anemia pathway [21, 22] signify that the origin of CenpS-X-119 T-W is interlinked with the emergence of the intricate eukaryotic transcription and DNA repair machinery. 120 TBP-like 121 CenpN and CenpL harbour a fold similar to the pseudo-symmetric DNA-binding domain of the TATA-box 122 binding protein (TBP) [23-25]. Although we did not observe any significant sequence similarity for CenpL and 123 CenpN (Table S2 ), we found structural similarity with a diverse group of proteins that function in nucleotide 124 metabolism, in transcription and in vesicle transport [26] ( Figure 3B , Table S3 , File S152). TBP as well as various 125 TBP-like DNA/RNA-related enzymes [26] were found in Archaea [27], suggesting eukaryotes acquired these 126 proteins via vertical descent ( Figure 1A ). The structural similarities between CenpL-N and other TBP-like 127 proteins did not indicate which are the most closely related. Nevertheless, given that they form a heterodimer 128 [25], we propose that CenpL and CenpN are closest homologs, and that other TBP-like proteins are more distantly 129 related. 130 Mis12-like 131 Through profile-versus-profile searches we discovered a previously hidden homology within the kinetochore: 132 subunits of the Nkp complex were found to be homologous to subunits of the Mis12 complex. Combined with 133 the similar structural topology of the Mis12 complex subunits, we infer that all subunits of these two complexes 134 are homologous ( Figure 4A , SI Text). We name these proteins Mis12-like. Sequence similarities indicated that 135 Nnf1 and Nkp2 are most closely related to each other, as well as Mis12 and Nkp1, hence these pairs might result 136 from the most recent duplications. Possibly, the Mis12 complex originated first, via intra-complex duplications, 137 and subsequently the Nkp complex originated from co-duplication of the ancestors of Nnf1 and Mis12. We did 138 not detect homologs of these Mis12-like proteins outside of the kinetochore. 139 HORMA-Trip13 140 Eukaryotic HORMA domain proteins operate in the kinetochore (Mad2, p31 comet ), autophagy (Atg13, Atg101), 141 DNA repair (Rev7) and meiosis (HORMAD). The HORMA proteins p31 comet and HORMAD are structurally 142 modified by Trip13, an AAA+ ATPase. Bacterial genomes also encode HORMA proteins and, interestingly, these 143 co-occur in one operon with a Trip13-like AAA+ ATPase [28] . We additionally found the HORMA-Trip13-like 144 operon in a few archaeal species that belong to the Haloarchaea ( Figure 4B , File S154). The eukaryotic HORMA 145 proteins are monophyletic, indicating FECA-to-LECA duplications ( Figure S1F ). Eukaryotic Trip13 sequences 146 are more closely related to the prokaryotic Trip13-like sequences than to any other AAA+ ATPase ( Figure S1G ). 147 How did eukaryotes acquire the HORMA-Trip13 module? While our phylogenetic analysis does not 148 unequivocally indicate its ancestry, we propose that the pre-eukaryotic lineage derived the operon by horizontal 149 transfer from Bacteria. Because in bacteria HORMA-Trip13 is part of operons with genes involved in nucleotide 150 signalling [28] , it might initially have fulfilled such a role in the pre-eukaryotic lineage, in which HORMA 151 subsequently duplicated and neofunctionalized. As a result, HORMA-Trip13 got repurposed for eukaryote-152 specific processes, such as meiosis, autophagy and the kinetochore.
153 NN-Calponin Homology 154 CH (Calponin Homology) domain proteins operate in many different processes, including binding of actin and F-155 actin, and in various cellular signalling pathways [29] . In the kinetochore, they are the predominant microtubule-156 binding proteins. The ancestral function of this domain, which to our knowledge has not been found in 157 prokaryotes, is not known. The kinetochore CH proteins seem to be part of a highly divergent subfamily of CH 158 proteins (NN-CH) [30] , which includes proteins involved in intraflagellar transport, ciliogenesis, the centrosome, 159 vesicle-trafficking and possibly RNA transport [31-34]. It has been suggested this NN-CH subfamily is 160 specialized towards binding microtubules, implying that the kinetochore function reflects the ancestral function 161 [30] . 162
Common eukaryotic domains: kinase, TPR, vesicle coats and tethers and WD40
163 In a detailed eukaryotic kinome phylogeny, the kinetochore kinases Plk and Aurora were closely related (Table  164 1, Figure S1D ). The closest relative of Plk is Plk4, probably signalling an ancestral function for Plk in 165 centrosome/basal body function, since Plk is also still found at the centrosome. Aurora diverged from a 166 duplication prior to the Plk-Plk4 divergence, suggesting Plk and Aurora independently gained kinetochore 167 functions after duplication. Alternatively, the Plk-Aurora ancestor operated in both the centrosome and 168 kinetochore, and Plk4 lost its kinetochore function. The polo box arose N-terminal to the ancestral Plk kinase 169 domain after Aurora split off. The closest relative of Mps1 was Tlk (bootstrap:36/100). The closest homolog of 170 MadBub is an uncharacterized group of kinases. Interestingly, in contrast to their kinase domain, the TPR domains 171 of Mps1 and Madbub are most closely related to one another, as indicated by the profile-versus-profile similarity 172 searches (Table S2 ). This implied that the Mps1 and MadBub TPR domains joined with a kinase domain 173 independently, as we observed before [35] . 174
Zw10 homologs are involved in vesicle transport [36] [37] [38] . Its closest homolog is Cog5, which is involved in intra-175 Golgi transport ( Figure S1A ). Zw10 participates in two complexes: RZZ (Rod-Zwilch-Zw10), localized to the 176 kinetochore, and the NRZ (Nag-Rint1-Zw10), involved in Golgi to ER transport. Notably, Rod is most closely 177 related to Nag ( Figure S1H ), suggesting their ancestor interacted with Zw10 before it duplicated to give rise to 178 Rod and Nag. Whether this ancestral complex was involved vesicle transport or in the kinetochore, or in both, is 179 unclear. 180
The relatives of the WD40 kinetochore proteins are highly diverse, and their repetitive nature made it hard to 181 resolve their (deep) evolutionary origins. Cdc20, a WD40 repeat protein, is most closely related to Cdh1 (Figure 182 S1B), which like Cdc20 activates the APC/C [39]. Bub3's closest homolog is Rae1 ( Figure S1C ), a protein 183 involved in transporting mRNAs out of the nucleus [40] . For both Cdc20 and Bub3, we cannot suggest nor exclude 184 that their ancestors were part of the kinetochore network. Regarding the deep origin of the WD40 repeat, it is not 185 known yet if this domain already existed in prokaryotes before the pre-eukaryotic lineage, or if it was invented 186 between FECA and LECA. While this repeat is clearly present in current-day prokaryotes [41], these may have 187 received it recently from eukaryotes via horizontal gene transfer. TPR domains have been found in many 188 prokaryotes and were suggested to have been present in the prokaryotic ancestors of eukaryotes [42] .
189 Unique domains in the kinetochore?
190 Like the Mis12-like proteins, various other proteins domains such as Ska seem unique to the kinetochore (Table  191  1 ). While these domains might have originated between FECA and LECA and only serve roles in the kinetochore, 192 we cannot exclude that they do have homologous prokaryotic or eukaryotic sequences, but that we are not able to 193 detect these. The same possibility applies to those kinetochore proteins for which we do not have indications for 194 any homologs at all, such as Zwilch, Incenp, Borealin, Shugoshin, Cep57, CenpH, CenpK, CenpQ and CenpU.
195 Mosaic origin of the LECA kinetochore 196 Most LECA kinetochore proteins consisted of domains found in other eukaryotic proteins (37/55, 67%), while 197 others had no detectable homology outside of the kinetochore (18/55, 33%, Table 1, Figure 1B ). From the proteins 198 with common domains, only one (Trip13) was directly derived from its prokaryotic ancestors. All others have 199 eukaryotic homologs (paralogs) that are more closely related than prokaryotic homologs (if any). These paralogs 200 are involved in an array of eukaryotic cellular processes (Table 1 , last two columns). Altogether, the ancient 201 homologs of kinetochore proteins indicate that the kinetochore has a mosaic origin. Specific eukaryotic processes 202 were prevalent amongst the evolutionary links. Of the 15 closest non-kinetochore homologs that we identified 203 (Table 1, Figure 5 ), five were involved in chromatin and/or transcription regulation (Tlk1, H3, Rev7 Med15, 204
FancL), two played a role in Golgi and ER-related vesicle transport systems (Nag, Cog5) and another two are 205 associated with centriole biogenesis (Cluap1, Plk4). More distantly related homologs were involved in DNA 206 repair and replication (Dpoe3-4 and the replication factors: Cdt1, Cdc6 and Orc1), chromatin structure 207 (nucleosomal histones), transcriptional regulation (e.g. TBP, TAFs, CBF/NF, NC2), RNA splicing (Fam98, 208 Syf1/Crooked neck-like), vesicle transport (Kif1C, AP-2/4B, CopG1, AP-1G, CopB, Rab1A, Ccdc22, Ccdc93) 209 and intra-flagellar transport (Ift54, Ift81). All in all, most LECA kinetochore proteins are part of families that 210 have many members in eukaryotes, like UBCs, kinases and histones. Such families dramatically expanded 211 between FECA and LECA and diversified into different eukaryotic cellular processes, including the kinetochore.
212 In addition to their mosaic origins, many kinetochore proteins arose from intra-kinetochore gene duplications. Of 213 the 40 kinetochore domains with an identified closest homolog (as referred to in 'Identifying ancient homologs 214 of kinetochore proteins'), 27 (68%) are most closely related to another kinetochore protein, indicating an 215 important role for intra-kinetochore duplications in its evolutionary origin (Table 1) . We inferred that the 55 216 domains result from 36 ancestral kinetochore units ('anc_KT' units), implying that intra-kinetochore gene 217 duplications expanded the primordial kinetochore by a factor of ~1.5. We observed few domain fusions among 218 LECA KT proteins. In fact, we find three: in Mps1 and MadBub, whose TPR domains independently joined their 219 kinase domains, and a fusion of a microtubule-binding winged-helix and a Ska-like domain in Ska1 (see Table  220  S3 ). 221 Discussion 222 Evolution of eukaryotic cellular systems 223 We have here shown that the kinetochore largely consists of paralogous proteins, which either share deep 224 evolutionary roots with a variety of other core eukaryotic cellular processes or are novel and specific to the 225 kinetochore itself (Mis12 and Ska) ( Figure 5 ). In the origin of the kinetochore, gene duplications played a key 226 role, which is in line with a previously reported elevated rate of gene duplications in eukaryogenesis [43] .
227 Duplications contributed to the expansions of e.g. the spliceosome [12] , the intraflagellar transport complex [44] , 228 COPII [45] and the nuclear pore [14] . However, the role of duplications in the origin of the kinetochore is different 229 from their role in membrane-specifying complexes, in which paralogs are mainly shared between the different 230 organelles rather than within them [46] . In tethering complexes, duplications generated proteins both within and 231 between complexes [36]. Kinetochore proteins with prokaryotic ancestry sometimes conserved certain 232 prokaryotic biochemical functions (e.g. HORMA-Trip13 interaction, histone-DNA interaction by CenpA) but no 233 longer perform the ancestral cellular function. Therefore, the kinetochore followed a different evolutionary 234 trajectory between FECA and LECA than e.g. NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase (Complex I) [47] , which was 235 directly derived from the Alphaproteobacterium that became the mitochondrion (Figure 1 ), and expanded between 236 FECA and LECA by incorporating additional proteins of different origins. The Golgi and ER also differ from the 237 kinetochore, as they mainly have archaeal roots [48] . The nuclear pore, while resembling the kinetochore in 238 having a mosaic origin, was assembled with a substantial number of proteins derived from prokaryotic sequences 239 [12, 14] . The latter is also true for the spliceosome [12, 14] . 240 Intra-kinetochore duplication 241 The intra-kinetochore duplications suggest an evolutionary trajectory by which the kinetochore partially expanded 242 through homodimers that became heterodimers via gene duplication [49] . A primordial kinetochore might have 243 been composed of complexes that consisted of multimers of single ancestral proteins ('anc_KT' in Table 1 ). After 244 these proteins duplicated, the resulting paralogs maintained the capacity to interact, resulting in a heteromer. For 245 example, the Ndc80 complex might have consisted of a tetramer of two copies of an ancient CH protein and two 246 copies of an ancient RWD protein. According to this model, the proteins with shared domains within complexes 247 should be most closely related to one another. This paradigm holds for the Ska subunits, the CH domain proteins, 248 TBP-like proteins and the RWD proteins, and partially for the Mis12-like proteins (those within the Mis12 249 complex) and the histone fold proteins (CenpS-X:CenpT-W). We observe that many paralogous proteins are 250 positioned along the inner-outer kinetochore axis ( Figure 5 , dashed line). We speculate that not too long before 251 LECA, the genes encoding the proteins along this axis duplicated in quick stepwise succession or in one event 252 [49-51], which would be consistent with the proposed syncytial nature of lineages that gave rise to LECA [52] . 253 Rapid sequence evolution of kinetochore components 254 The LECA kinetochore contains protein domains that are unique to the kinetochore and therefore, by definition, 255 unique to eukaryotes (33% of LECA kinetochore protein domains). New and more diverse genomes or elucidated 256 protein structures may allow for the detection of such distant homologs in the future. Kinetochore proteins that 257 do share domains with other eukaryotic systems, such as the RWD, TBP-like, histones and TPR, seem to be 258 strongly diverged in the kinetochore. For example, the TPR domains of Mps1 and MadBub are more derived than 259 those of the Anaphase Promoting Complex/Cyclosome (APC/C). This suggests that, after these domains got 260 involved in the kinetochore, their sequences evolved more rapidly, and continued to do so after LECA [6] . Rapid 261 evolution after LECA may be correlated with the widespread rapid divergence of centromere sequences. An 262 evolutionary acceleration may also have occurred to the 'de novo' proteins in the LECA kinetochore, causing 263 homology detection to fail.
264 Possible origins of the kinetochore during eukaryogenesis 265 Tracing in what order these proteins or domains got involved in the kinetochore, relative to the origin of other 266 eukaryotic features, would be highly interesting. Possibly, an early, very basic kinetochore was just composed of 267 the centromere-and microtubule-binding proteins, similar to prokaryotic systems, while the CCAN (the 'Cenp' 268 proteins), which serves as their bridge, was added later. Relative timings of such attributions could potentially 269 shed light on the evolution of eukaryotic chromosome segregation. Although little is known about evolution of 270 the eukaryotic segregation machinery, it must be associated to the evolution of linear chromosomes, the evolution 271 of the nucleus and of the eukaryotic cytoskeleton, including centrosomes. Because the kinetochore shares ancestry 272 with many other eukaryotic processes and cellular features and therefore does not seem to have an explicit 273 prokaryotic or eukaryote template structure or process, we envision it originated late during eukaryogenesis. The 274 evolutionary link with flagellar transport systems, may signify an early role for the flagellum in coordinating 275 microtubule-based mechanisms of chromosome segregation, which is consistent with the function of the centriole 276 as the microtubule organizing centre in most eukaryotes. A common origin with Golgi/ER-related vesicle 277 transport components could potentially point to membrane-based mechanisms of chromosome segregation in pre-278 LECA lineages, similar to those found in prokaryotes ( Figure 1A) . Because currently no eukaryotes or 'proto'-279 eukaryotes are known that might segregate chromosomes in a pre-LECA manner, it remains hard to unravel which 280 series of events gave rise to the spindle apparatus, the centromere and the kinetochore. The currently known 281 closest archaeal relatives of eukaryotes, the Asgard Archaea [53, 54] (Figure 1A) , clearly do not operate a 282 eukaryote-like chromosome segregation system, but unidentified closer related prokaryotes or proto-eukaryotes 283 could. New (meta)genomic sequences aided in reconstructing the evolution of the ubiquitin system [55] 
Figure and Table Legends
429 Figure 1 . The eukaryotic kinetochore and mitotic machinery originated between FECA and LECA.
(A)
How did the eukaryotic kinetochore originate and evolve between FECA and LECA? Eukaryotes (blue) 431 descended from Archaea (green), and are likely closely related to the Asgard superphylum [53] . This Asgard-432 related lineage incorporated an alphaproteobacterium via endosymbiosis; the latter gave rise to the eukaryotic 433 mitochondrion. As far as currently characterized, Archaea and Bacteria (red) do not separate their duplicated 434 chromosome(s) via a mitotic spindle [7] [8] [9] . For example, bacteria such as Caulobacter crescentus operate the 435 parABS partitioning system, in which parS sites are recognized by the protein ParB, stimulating ParA, which in 436 turn pulls or pushes the chromosomes apart [8] . Due to these differences, the mitotic spindle and the kinetochore 437 probably originated between the first eukaryotic common ancestor (FECA) and the last eukaryotic common 438 ancestor (LECA). LUCA: last universal common ancestor. (B) The kinetochore of LECA consisted of 52 proteins 439 that contain domains found in other, non-kinetochore eukaryotic proteins as well ('common domains'), or that 440 are unique to the kinetochore ('kinetochore-specific domains'). Proteins were inferred to have been part of the 441 LECA kinetochore as described in SI. KT: kinetochore. The 448 UBC superfamily consists of three distinct classes: (1) E2 ubiquitin conjugases, which function in ubiquitin-like 449 modification and non-catalytic paralogs that interact with ubiquitin (Uev1), (2) canonical RWD proteins that 450 operate as a dimerization domain to facilitate various E2/E3 ubiquitin-like ligation reactions (FancL-Ube2T and 451 Rwdd3/Ubc9) and (3) RWD-like kinetochore proteins that form dimers and constitute the kinetochore 452 superstructure (Spc24-Spc25, Knl1-Zwint-1 and CenpO-CenpP) and play a role in microtubule attachment 453 regulation (Mad1 and Csm1). Per class, the structure of various members is depicted to show the overall structural 454 and topological similarity and a known molecular function is indicated between brackets. If present, the YPxxxP 455 (yellow) and the catalytic cysteine residues (cyan) are represented in the 'sticks' configuration. (B) A cartoon of 456 the evolutionary reconstruction of the UBC superfamily (for annotated phylogenetic trees, see Figure S1E , S3). 457 In short, extensive duplication and neofunctionalization of an archaeal E2 ubiquitin-like conjugase gave rise to a 458 large complexity of catalytic and non-catalytic E2/RWD proteins in LECA (see numbers per class). Possibly, part 459 of the eukaryotic complexity was already present in FECA, since Asgard archaea contain multiple E2 conjugases 460 in addition to a non-catalytic E2 (Uev1-like) and an RWD-like domain ( Figure S3 ). Bacterial UBCs likely 461 represent an ancient protein modification system that has been optimized in archaeal lineage that are closely 462 associated with FECA, but lateral transfers from archaeal and eukaryotic lineages were also detected ( Figure S3 , 463 SI text). [56, 57] indicate that all 486 subunits of the Nkp and Mis12 complexes are homologous to each other (SI Text). Note that only one example 487 of the profile-versus-profile hits is shown. Since Mis12 complex subunits are present across eukaryotes [6] , we 488 infer that also subunits of Nkp1 and Nkp2 were in LECA, as they resulted from pre-LECA duplications. Nkp2 489 and Nnf1 are each other's best hit in profile-versus-profile searches, so possibly these proteins resulted from a 490 relatively late duplication. The same holds for Nkp1-Mis12. (B) Phylogenetic trees of HORMA domain proteins 491 and AAA+ ATPases. In eukaryotes, HORMAD and p31 comet are structurally modified by a Trip13 hexamer (upper 492 panel, right side). These phylogenetic trees suggest that the eukaryotic HORMA domain and Trip13 were derived 493 from prokaryotes. In prokaryotes, HORMA and Trip13 are present in a single operon, strongly suggesting that 494 they also interact in these species and thus that this interaction is ancient. Moreover, this operon includes proteins 495 that are involved in nucleotide signalling, suggesting prokaryotic HORMA and Trip13 are affiliated to this process 496 [28] . The uncollapsed trees can be found in Figure S1F , S1G. Asterisks indicate the species for which we 497 discovered a HORMA-Trip13 operon (see File S154 for annotation). 498 Figure 5 . Mosaic origin of the eukaryotic kinetochore 499 Overview of the eukaryotic and prokaryotic (closest) homologs of LECA kinetochore proteins, which play a role 500 in a great variety of cellular processes, signifying the mosaic origin of the eukaryotic kinetochore. Relevant 501 eukaryotic and prokaryotic homologs (hexagons) of LECA kinetochore proteins are coloured based on the 502 presence of a shared domain (see overview of the parts at the bottom), and projected onto the location(s) in the 503 eukaryotic cell at which they operate (see for detailed information Table 1 ). To indicate the homologous and/or 504 functional relationship with kinetochore proteins, the hexagons of homologs are lined with different colours to 505 indicate: (bold green) a LECA kinetochore protein that also has a non-kinetochore function, (bold blue) the closest 506 homolog to a LECA kinetochore protein and (thin black) more distantly related homologs of LECA kinetochore 507 proteins. In addition, distantly related homologs of TBP-like, histones, UBC/RWD and HORMA domain-508 containing kinetochore proteins were already present in prokaryotes (top right). Bottom (left): overview of the 509 different number and types of domains in the LECA kinetochore. The dotted lines indicate a potential intra-510 kinetochore duplication during eukaryogenesis leading to the formation of various heteromeric (sub)complexes 511 within the kinetochore. (bottom right) summary of the evolutionary links between prokaryotic/eukaryotic 512 molecular systems and the kinetochore.
513 Table 1 Ancient homologs of kinetochore (KT) domains and their functions (see Figure 1B, 5) . 514 Note that if multiple domains have a shared evolutionary history, we regard them as a single unit in this table 515 (kinase-polo box, WD40-NRH-Sec39). Some domains were recruited to the kinetochore before they duplicated 516 to give rise to multiple kinetochore proteins. Those initial kinetochore entities are the 'ancestral kinetochore 517 units'. If a protein does not have closely related homologs in the kinetochore, the protein itself was the ancestral 518 unit that got involved in the kinetochore. For all relationships, we indicate which type of evidence we have for it. 519 A: phylogenetic tree, B: hit in profile-profile search, C: structure and/or literature. *The phylogeny of Ska1, Ska2 520 and Ska3 cannot be rooted, therefore it is unknown which are the each other's closest paralog. **The BIR domain 521 is involved in multiple processes in animals, but the kinetochore (inner centromere) function might be the 522 ancestral one, because this is also reported in budding and fission yeast, which only have one BIR domain protein. 
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